is

choosing a life
that matters

Legacy is a gift, handed down from one generation to the next.
It’s what lives on after us, allowing us to have influence for God after
our lives here on Earth. Legacy is about taking all that has been
entrusted to us and making it better for the next generation.

the four challenges at jacob’s well today
a crisis of meaning & purpose

our ministries must adapt

Our culture has a crisis of meaning today:
Why am I here? What really matters?

Our ministries must be maximized to better
serve the changing needs of our people.

a large CAMPUS TO MANAGE

we must plan for the future

As our 80,000 sq.ft. campus ages we
must keep it in great working order.

We must build a foundation for future
generations and leadership transitions.

to face these challenges, we need

100% engagement

four opportunities for RESPONSE:
1

give a call TO A LIFE THAT MATTERS

2

maximize our current ministries

3

manage our large campus

4

strengthen the foundation of our core mission

We will challenge every family to reject the myth of ownership, and embrace biblical
stewardship as the cornerstone of discipleship. We will study the book of Ecclesiastes
and discover the real meaning we can have in life, when we truly make God the owner.

Our pastors, staff and volunteers will work to update, improve and maximize our
existing ministries to meet the changing needs of our growing church. This will include
strategies to engage and reach our younger “20-something” adults.

We will develop a comprehensive equipment replacement schedule. We will then start
a capital replacement fund and contribute to it each year from our operations budget.

The mission and vision of our church has not changed: We will continue to meet
people wherever they are on their spiritual journey and help them take steps to know
and become more like Jesus. However, it is wise and responsible stewardship to be
prepared for the difficult times that will likely come. In order to prepare for expansion
and future leadership transitions in the next 5-10 years we will deepen our emergency
fund and further reduce our debt.

“Remember your Creator in the days of your youth.”
ECCLESIASTES 12:1a

how far can we journey
in the next two years?

step 1

step 2

Maximize operation and
ministry for the next
two years

Rebuild our
emergency Fund

step 3

Commission a relevant new
“20-somethings” ministry

Completely pay off the 2006
Theater mortgage lowering
our debt by 45-50%

Add to the emergency fund
Begin to prepare the
north 96 acres for
future ministries

Build capital replacement fund
Complete and renovate key
areas of our existing facility

Completely pay off the
North Venue mortgage
from 2011

Pay off 20% of the 2006
mortgage for The Theater

step 1
IS COMPLETE
WHEN we raise:

steps 1 & 2
are COMPLETE
WHEN we raise:

$7.7M

Ministry expansion,
Add to emergency fund &
Capital replacement fund

steps 1, 2 & 3
are COMPLETE
WHEN we raise:

$8.4M

$10M

100% engagement
makes our plan a reality

Legacy is the key to meaning. As we fully engage together and embrace
these challenges and responsibilities God has given us, we will find new energy,
focus and enthusiasm to see our plan through to completion. It will happen when
we are fully united and invested in something bigger than ourselves.

what’s next?

SAVE

NOV. 8
A NIGHT OF WORSHIP & ADVANCE COMMITMENT

NOV. 16/17
LEGACY COMMITMENT WEEKEND

THE

DATES

NOV. 23/24
LEGACY CONCERT OF PRAYER

DEC. 14/15
LEGACY FIRST FRUITS WEEKEND

715.833.2050
3211 N 50th Ave
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

jacobswellchurch.church/legacy

